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The scream (Skrik)
Edvard Munch (1893)
(Norwegian Expressionist Artist)



To publish or not to 
publish…
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Reason 1:

“When you are long gone, your scientific legacy is, in large part, the
literature you left behind and the impact it represents.” 
(Bourne 2005)

Reason 2:

“The object of research is to extend human knowledge beyond what is 
already known.” 
(National Academies Press, “On being a scientist”, 1995)

Why should you publish your results?
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Reason 3:

“A paper is an organized description of hypotheses, data and 
conclusions, intended to instruct the reader. If your research does not 
generate papers, it might just as well not have been done.” 
(Whitesides 2004)

“If it wasn’t published, it wasn’t done.” 
(Miller 1993)

“If it is good and useful, why keep it a secret?”

Why should you publish your results?
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Reason 4:

Your responsibility towards society and funding organizations: return on 
investment.

Reason 5:

Supporting your department, university, institute (international rankings)

Reason 6:

Essential for building your own (scientific) career

Why should you publish your results?
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Other reasons (Modified from Wellington 2003):

• Joining the research community

• Vanity, self-esteem or self-fulfillment

• Financial reward

• Challenging a previously published or commonly adopted viewpoint

• Getting you to a conference in nice places

Why should you publish your results?

CC-BY-SA-3.0 - Mugheesrehman CC-BY-SA-4.0 – Britchi Mirela CC-BY-SA-3.0 - Archana Sabunkar



Scientific 
misconduct
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Office of Research Integrity – US Department of Health and Human Services: 

Research misconduct means Fabrication, Falsification, or Plagiarism
(FFP) in proposing, performing, or reviewing research, or in reporting
research results.

1.  Fabrication: making up data or results and recording or reporting them.

2.  Falsification: manipulating research materials, equipment, or processes, 
or changing or omitting data or results such that the research is not 
accurately represented in the research record.

3.  Plagiarism: the appropriation of another person's ideas, processes, 
results, or words without giving appropriate credit.

Note: Not honest error or differences of opinion.

What is scientific misconduct?
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Other items of scientific/publishing misconduct:

1. Duplicate publication/submission
2. Adding people that did not contribute significantly to the author list
3. Adding people that did contribute significantly not to the author list
4. Incorrect or missing acknowledgment of (re)sources
5. Etc.

What is scientific misconduct?
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1. Experiences as research supervisor, reviewer and editor. Frequency
of occurrence and obstinacy of some errors.

2. Efficiency. Time is a very precious resource. Reducing waste of 
time for supervisors, reviewers and editors.

 highlighting 10 things you should certainly NOT do. 

Motivation
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1.    Intended for early-career researchers (ECRs). Others will probably  
know the information in this webinar very well.

2.    Not complete: evidently, as there are only 10. 10 others are given at 
the end of this webinar. But still these 20 will not be complete.

3.    Tips are based on my experiences in the exact sciences/ 
engineering fields, but some of them may well hold true, whatever 
your discipline.

Disclaimers
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A truly terrible article will reflect negatively on yourself and your co-
authors.

Scenario 1: rejected by editors and reviewers. 

Scenario 2: published, digitally archived, visible for whole world for as 
long as electronic records will exist. 

You only get once chance to make a first impression
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1. Refuse to read the previous literature published in your field
2. Take the lazy route and plagiarize
3. Omit key article components
4. Disrespect previous publications
5. Overestimate your contribution
6. Excel in ambiguity and inconsistency
7. Apply incorrect referencing of statements
8. Prefer subjective over objective statements
9. Give little care to grammar, spelling, figures and tables
10. Ignore editor and reviewer comments

10 tips
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• Any worthy research activity should be based on thorough literature 
study. 

• Your publication should add knowledge to the field. This also holds for 
review papers! 

• Repetition of earlier work is a waste of time and resources.

• Some might argue that it is impossible to read everything that has 
been published. 

 Not if you narrow it down to your specific field of study
 Not if you discriminate based on reading titles and abstracts 

only

TIP 1: Refuse to read the previous literature published in 
your field
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TIP 1: Refuse to read the previous literature published in 
your field
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• If during you literature review, you read something you like, why not 
copy it? Simply copy and paste one or a group of sentences without 
adding the proper quotation marks and citations to the original work. 
Or maybe copy the results themselves? 

• Mind you: sooner or later, plagiarism will be detected.

• Most academic publishers have installed very elaborate procedures 
to detect plagiarism, such as Crossref Similarity Check. 

TIP 2: Take the lazy route and plagiarize
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TIP 2: Take the lazy route and plagiarize
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TIP 2: Take the lazy route and plagiarize
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TIP 2: Take the lazy route and plagiarize
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TIP 2: Take the lazy route and plagiarize
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• There can be (very) stringent repercussions by actions incited by 
the plagiarized authors, journal editor and publishers.

• Example: actions taken by Elsevier as a result of plagiarism of one 
of my articles.

• Plagiarism is a crime!

TIP 2: Take the lazy route and plagiarize
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TIP 2: Take the lazy route and plagiarize

Based on literature review of more than 350 articles and books
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TIP 2: Take the lazy route and plagiarize
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TIP 2: Take the lazy route and plagiarize
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TIP 2: Take the lazy route and plagiarize
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TIP 2: Take the lazy route and plagiarize
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TIP 2: Take the lazy route and plagiarize
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TIP 2: Take the lazy route and plagiarize
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• Plagiarism is a crime!

• Plagiarism, no matter how small, and no matter how old the 
documents being plagiarized, is a very effective route to academic 
self-destruction.

TIP 2: Take the lazy route and plagiarize
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• Essential components that should appear in the correct order:
 Summary of the state of the art
 Identification of knowledge gap
 Specification of novelty/objectives/scope
 Applied research methodology
 Obtained results
 Conclusions 

• Guideline: methodology should be reported in such a way that 
readers have enough information to repeat the work you did and 
can obtain exactly the same results as you did.

TIP 3: Omit key article components
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• Disrespecting previous publications can be done in many ways:
 Plagiarism
 Repeating earlier work without adding substantial novelty
 Claiming research findings by others (either directly or without adding 

the proper references)
 Not citing previous publications similar to or essential to your study
 Providing dismissive statements on others’ publications

“The work by A and B (2016) was executed in a very poor way therefore 
we did it again”.

Some authors think that citing the work of others detracts from the 
novelty of their own contribution. The opposite is true. Correct 
referencing is proof that the author is aware of relevant previous work 
and is actually capable of defining a truly novel contribution.

TIP 4: Disrespect previous publications
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• Incorrect or unjustified self-congratulations
• Lack of critical self-reflection
• Lack of modesty

“This paper demonstrates for the first time that…”
“This paper provides the first evidence that…”
“To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first attempt to…”

 It is much easier to identify deficiencies in others’ work than in your 
own. 

 Welcome comments by co-authors, reviewers, editors. Use them to   
improve your contribution/paper.

TIP 5: Overestimate your contribution
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TIP 6: Excel in ambiguity and inconsistency

Eva K., GFDL 1.2, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=989608

• Readers cannot read your mind; 
they can only read your article. 
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• “The model has dimensions L x W x H = 0.2 x 0.1 x 0.15 m³… The 
model is shown in the Figure below... We use the standard k-epsilon 
model for closure... Near-wall physics is taken into account by a wall 
function model.” 
 Model = geometry
 Model = computational grid
 Model = turbulence model
 Model = near-wall treatment

TIP 6: Excel in ambiguity and inconsistency
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• “The geometry is shown in the Figure below… The building is 
oriented south-west… The surface roughness of the obstacle is 
0.01 m.”
 Geometry = the building
 Building = the building
 Obstacle = the building

TIP 6: Excel in ambiguity and inconsistency

CC BY-SA 3.0 – Tim Bartel
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• In high school you were probably taught to avoid repeating the same 
words, and to use comparisons and metaphors, etc. 

• Do not do this in scientific articles! A scientific article is not a 
novel.

• Reader interpretation is not welcomed and means the writer has 
failed. 

TIP 6: Excel in ambiguity and inconsistency
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• Every statement in a scientific article should be immediately backed up 
by a suitable reference (to previous work by others or yourself) or by 
evidence reported in your article. 

Example: “It was shown that the deviation between this type of 
numerical simulation and corresponding measurements was 
consistently below 10% (Authors 2016)”. 

TIP 7: Apply incorrect referencing of statements
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• “The figure should that our numerical simulations are in excellent 
agreement with the experiments”.

• Remove personal bias,
emotional expression, etc.

TIP 8: Prefer subjective over objective statements
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• Care for grammar, spelling, figures and tables is a matter of respect 
for your supervisors, reviewers and editors.

• Proverb: “A picture is worth a thousand words”. Only if the picture can 
actually be read. 

TIP 9: Give little care to grammar, spelling, figures and tables
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TIP 9: Give little care to grammar, spelling, figures and tables
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• You do not need to agree with all comments, but:
 Always remain polite and respectful
 Provide an answer to every comment raised by the reviewers and/or 

editor
 Remember that the reviewers and editor represent your audience: 

integrate your arguments in the document “response to reviewers” also 
in your article.

• “Thank you for your comment. However, we do not fully agree that 
… because …”. 

• “Thank you for your comment. This is a very valuable comment.”

TIP 10: Ignore editor and reviewer comments



10 additional tips
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10 additional tips: what you should do:

1. Carefully select the most appropriate journal. Read and adhere 
to journal scope. If in doubt, ask the editor by email.

2. First decide where you want to publish, and write your paper 
based on journal guidelines. See guide for authors and previous 
publications in the journal.

3. Follow the rule: “one paper, one message”. 

4. Select an attractive and descriptive title. Most scientists will only 
read your title. This is your most important chance to convince 
them to read further (abstract, etc).

5. Figures are seductive items. Should be as attractive and clear as 
possible – many “readers” will browse the paper and the figures 
should convince them to read (and later cite) the paper.
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10 additional tips: what you should do:

6.    Be honest and modest: papers focusing on research difficulties 
often get much more citations than papers focusing only on 
successes. 
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10 additional tips: what you should do:

7.    Do not start writing sentence by sentence. Start with structure with    
items/bullets: title, state of the art, knowledge gap, objective, 
methodology, results, conclusions. One sentence per item.

Title: ….
Abstract: 

- State of the art:
- Knowledge gap:
- Objective: 
- Methodology:
- Results:
- Conclusion:
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10 additional tips: what you should do:

7. Do not start writing sentence by sentence. Start with structure with
items/bullets: title, state of the art, knowledge gap, objective, 
methodology, results, conclusions. One sentence per item.

Introduction:
- State of the art (literature review)
- Knowledge gap
- Objective 

…
…
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10 additional tips: what you should do:

8. Become a reviewer as early in your career as possible. Learn from 
good and poor papers.

9. Always be polite and respectful to reviewers and editors. 

10. Also cite your own work, when relevant, in your future publications. 
If you yourself do not respect your own work, you cannot expect others 
to respect it. 



Conclusion
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“It's not the honors and the prizes and the fancy outsides of life which
ultimately nourish our souls. It's the knowing that we can be trusted, that 
we never have to fear the truth, that the bedrock of our very being is 
good stuff.”
(Rogers 2001)

Quality is everything. A great paper does not happen by accident.

The higher purpose
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Quality is everything. A great paper does not happen by accident.

Probably the single most important thing…



Thank you


